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Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS v1.2 – List of Issues Addressed 

 
 

 BUG-000082853  Can't Close Model Window for in-panel widgets on Tablets. 

 BUG-000083472  The order of the custom widgets does not follow RTL direction under Widgets tab. 

 BUG-000083474  The hover text of data on charts does not follow RTL directions on Chart Widget. 

 BUG-000083872  When drawing a feature set, as an input to a geoprocessing service, the "Extent" 
geometry leads to error. 

 BUG-000084072  There is no option to upload a file within the geoprocessing widget when a 
geoprocessing task has been configured with upload capability in the Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000084287  The output feature layer added to the map from the GP widget always gets listed at the 
top in the Layer List widget. 

 BUG-000084291  Geoprocessing widget, the first draw of the input feature draws the feature at the top of 
all the layers no matter what the layer order is in the GP widget settings. 

 BUG-000084323  There is no option to upload a file within the geoprocessing widget when a 
geoprocessing task has been configured with upload capability in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000084357  Error "Data not available! Click [Refresh] button to try again." returned when clicking 
attribute table in Web AppBuilder app of some services which are turned off. 

 BUG-000084491  On a mobile device with a relatively small screen size (e.g. iphone 4), the Web 
AppBuilder edit widget template picker will not display all options of the feature template. The user needs 
to tap the edge of the template picker when attempting to pick another feature type that is not listed. 

 BUG-000084541  Adding a zipped shapefile directly to a map to create a web app using Web AppBuilder 
creates sub layer in web app's layer list. 

 BUG-000084763  After updating web map, Attribute Widget in Web AppBuilder does not recognize a new 
feature's attribute tables. 

 BUG-000084834  If a layer is added to a map in the Web AppBuilder before the attribute table is opened, 
an undefined error will occur in the attribute table when the layer is removed. 

 BUG-000085134  Layer name changed for a layer in the web map added using a shapefile is not reflected 
in the Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000085190  The contents of the Results Ordering tab in the query widget editor window will reset to 
the default order after closing and reopening the query editor in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000085195  Unable to view the attribute table for a second layer added to an existing Web 
AppBuilder application. 

 BUG-000085292  Attribute table in Web AppBuilder will not open if a custom basemap with County 
System coordinate is used. 

 BUG-000085525  The prompt information "At least one item must be selected" is not localized on the 
Extract Data. 

 BUG-000085534  The number "x/22" does not follow the local RTL habit on the Analysis Configure dialog. 

 BUG-000085537  The contents is cutoff after click "Run Analysis" button in the Extract Data tool on the 
Analysis panel. 

 BUG-000085551  Grouped symbologies are duplicated when viewed in the "Layer List" in Web 
AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000085839  Query Widget in Web AppBuilder does not maintain the 'Special Type' when configuring 
the 'Results Setting' in the query. 

 BUG-000085866  The "Move down" is better to be disabled if there is only one layer. 

 BUG-000086159 An application built with Web AppBuilder does not track your location when consumed 
on a mobile device. 

 BUG-000086257  Edit Widget of WAB apps fail to display feature templates in some browsers/machines. 

 BUG-000086292  The string is overlapped on Set Configurable Parameter dialog when the length of the 
app title is too long 

 BUG-000086294  The SaveAs button is not localized under Save dropdownlist. 
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 BUG-000086536  Query Widget in Web AppBuilder does not respect changes made to the alias when 
configuring the Results Setting in the query. 

 BUG-000086625  After running the Analysis Widget (Extract Data) within a web app created by the Web 
AppBuilder, the widget panel continues to display "Loading…" after the extracted file has been generated. 

 BUG-000086702  The Attribute Table widget in Web AppBuilder does not display coded domain attribute 
values if that field is used to symbolize the layer when published from ArcMap. 

 BUG-000087113  In Web AppBuilder in IOS, using the my location widget, the highlighted location displays 
when the my location button is selected. If the button is selected a second time, the highlighted point 
jumps to a new location and continues to jump to new locations each time the button is selected as if 
tracking is on but the device is not moving. 

 BUG-000087122  Unable to click OK button on dialog box. 

 BUG-000087135  Web AppBuilder applications fail to load secured services in web maps that do not have 
credentials stored. No prompt is given for credentials, the layer simply fails to load and a HTTP 498 
response is returned from the request for the layer. 

 BUG-000087136  Web AppBuilder Developer edition applications fail to load secured services in web 
maps that do not have credentials stored when the application is hosted on the same web server both 
Server and Portal for ArcGIS web adaptors are installed on. No prompt is given for credentials, simply the 
layer fails to load and a HTTP 498 response is returned from the request for the layer. 

 BUG-000087278  In an application built using the Web AppBuilder, when the results of a query are added 
to the map as an operational layer all of its fields are displayed in the attribute table regardless of which 
fields are specified in the query result or the attribute table widget. 

 BUG-000087466  Attribute Widget does not display the correct table name in Web AppBuilder when 
clicking on 'Show Related Records'. 

 BUG-000087622  Coded value domain codes (instead of descriptions) are shown within Web AppBuilder's 
query widget and the attribute table for ArcGIS Server services. 

 BUG-000087641  Accessing a Web AppBuilder app when logged into an account that does not have access 
to the app results in a blank screen with no error. 

 BUG-000087866  When a map service is added to a web map with layers checked off and shared as a Web 
AppBuilder application it will show the map service preview by just checking the group layer even though 
the sublayers are turned off. 

 BUG-000088587  The Show Related Records button accessed within a popup in Web AppBuilder opens 
the attribute table for the primary table first instead of directly opening the attribute table for the related 
records. A subsequent click for Show Related Records opens the related table. 

 BUG-000088784  Widget “openAtStart” property set in config.json file is not honored when using in-panel 
widget in Tab theme. 

 BUG-000088914  Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS (Developer Edition) application returns "Unable to access 
Authentication Service" when attempting to sign-in to access an ArcGIS Online secured web map item on 
Internet Explorer 9 (IE9). 

 BUG-000089061  Enabling labels causes applications built with Web AppBuilder (Developer Edition) to 
malfunction. 
 
 

 ENH-000081680  Need to add ability to turn My Location off - Also need visual indicator around My 
Location to show. 

 ENH-000083419  Allow the create features editing window in the Web AppBuilder to be minimized while 
editing. 

 ENH-000084185  Include the Finder widget Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000084283  In Web AppBuilder geoprocessing widget, the output feature layer should be listed at 
the top by default in the layer order list. 

 ENH-000084678  Geocoding widget in Web AppBuilder should use the 'suggest' method from the World 
Geocoding service rather than the 'findAddressCandidates' method from the World Geocoding service. 
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 ENH-000085050  Web AppBuilder Splash Widget, provide the option that user can disable "Do Not Show 
this splash screen again". 

 ENH-000085138  Geocoding widget in Web AppBuilder to use suggest operation like in other Javascript 
templates.   

 ENH-000085151  In Web AppBuilder, there should be a checkbox to switch off the context menu of the 
layer in the layer list and also an option to choose which items to be showed in the menu. 

 ENH-000085293  The "X" icon and "Search" icon is overlapped on the Choose Web Map dialog.   

 ENH-000085863  Allow results from the Query widget to be sorted by a specified field. 

 ENH-000086354  Please add filter or Search capability for Attribute Table Widget in Web AppBuilder 

 ENH-000086558  Option to configure Web AppBuilder Widget behaviour/appearance. 

 ENH-000087123  Sample code given in the documentation is syntactically different from the actual code 
in init.js file for Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developers Edition 1.1. 

 ENH-000087824  The sample code for configuring the sample code at dojoConfig in the init.js file for 
adding an AMD package is syntactically different from the actual code in the init.js file for WAB app. 
 

 
 


